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THE ARTS CONNECT TO STUDENTS
Students in arts-rich schools show higher levels of
engagement in school , increased aspirations for higher
education, and higher attendance rates.

Providing more creative learning experiences at school is a proven way to help
draw students into a lifelong love of learning. Students who attend arts rich
schools show higher levels of engagement in school and have increased
aspirations for higher education.1 Access to the arts also boosts
attendance rates, positively impacting instructional progress across core
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disciples and funneling more dollars into our local schools.

THE ARTS CONNECT TO DEEPER LEARNING
THE ARTS CONNECT TO DEEPER LEARNING
Arts integration is a powerful tool for teachers of any subject
or grade level, blending artistic practices with core academic
subjects to achieve rigor and depth of learning.

Creative learning is the best learning. Cutting edge research in education
overwhelmingly demonstrates that the most impactful learning
experiences for students do not happen in a lecture hall or on a worksheet,
they happen when learners ask questions, make connections, and most
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of all, create. Arts integration is a powerful tool for teachers of any subject
or grade level, blending artistic practices and hands-on learning with core
academic subjects to achieve rigor and depth of learning.

THE ARTS CONNECT TO THE FUTURE
THE ARTS CONNECT TO THE FUTURE
The skills most valued by employers today include
creativity, adaptability and collaboration—all competencies
deepened through creative learning opportunities.

Houston’s finest engineers, doctors, business leaders, and change makers
drive our city and our economy using the very skills that the arts are
positioned to deliver: a critical eye, innovative ways of thinking, and persistence
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through difficult problems. An arts rich education also bolsters socialemotional development, ensuring that our future leaders are well
5
prepared to be empathic, open minded members of society.
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